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PROBLEM IDENTIFICATION: This systematic review
compared the efficacy of interventions to usual care
on adherence to oral anticancer regimens.
LITERATURE SEARCH: Embase®, PubMed®, and
CINAHL® were searched for eligible comparative
studies published between January 2000 and May
2021. Outcomes of interest included adherence,
cancer-related morbidity, quality of life, patient
satisfaction, and other patient-specific outcomes.
DATA EVALUATION: Reviewers assessed risk of bias
using the Cochrane Risk of Bias 2 tool and Risk of Bias
in Nonrandomized Studies of Interventions. Certainty
of evidence was assessed using the GRADE framework.
SYNTHESIS: Risk assessment, ongoing or periodic
assessment, proactive follow-up, motivational
interviewing, or structured programs may improve
adherence. Education or coaching interventions
may improve or have little to no effect on adherence.
Technological interventions may improve adherence,
but interactive compared to noninteractive
technology may have little to no effect.
IMPLICATIONS FOR RESEARCH: As more cancer
treatments move to oral formulations, work remains
to identify the most effective interventions to support
people receiving oral anticancer regimens.
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O

ral anticancer medications (OAMs)
provide patients with recommended treatment in a less invasive, more
convenient form than traditional
cancer therapies and are transforming how cancer care is delivered. The transition of
treatment from IV to oral methods of delivery has
been a change for both patients and providers. The
National Comprehensive Cancer Network estimates
that as many as 25% of all new cancer treatments
are being developed in oral formulations (Weingart
et al., 2008). The shift from patients receiving care
at infusion centers to managing their treatment at
home has changed how clinicians educate, monitor,
and follow up with patients. Patients and their care
partners are being asked to understand and manage
complex regimens at home without active assistance
from healthcare professionals. Adherence to therapy
has emerged as a primary concern with this shift in
treatment (Weingart et al., 2008).
Adherence has been defined broadly through a
collaborative approach to decision-making as agreement on choice and manner of treatment and, more
specifically, as the extent to which patients take their
medications as prescribed (Atkinson et al., 2016;
Greer et al., 2016). Rates of adherence to OAMs have
been reported to vary widely depending on population, cancer type, regimen, and measurement of
adherence, with many patients reporting difficulty
taking OAMs as prescribed (Greer et al., 2016; Milata
et al., 2016; Salgado et al., 2017). The relationship
between adherence and patient outcomes is well documented. Patients who report nonadherence have a
lower likelihood of response to treatment and higher
mortality (Greer et al., 2016). This underscores the
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importance of assessing patient adherence to OAMs
and improving support for patients to receive optimal outcomes from treatment.
Despite this shift in cancer care, professional
organizations are only beginning to set standards and
procedures to support patients on OAM regimens.
Processes for prescribing, educating, documenting,
and monitoring patients taking OAMs are still being
developed (Rodriguez et al., 2017; Weingart et al.,
2012). To address this gap in practice, the Oncology
Nursing Society (ONS) and the American Society
of Clinical Oncology have updated standards of
practice guiding chemotherapy administration to
include safe administration and management of oral
chemotherapy (Neuss et al., 2013, 2016). The standards include practice guidance for OAMs, including
treatment planning, prescribing, drug preparation
and administration, toxicity management, and documentation. They also include education related to
storage, handling, disposal, drug–drug or drug–food
interactions, planning for missed doses, and including care partners when appropriate. The standards
recommend that institutions complete an initial
assessment of adherence, with a plan for clinical staff
to address any issues in a time frame appropriate to
the patient and regimen (Neuss et al., 2013, 2016).
The Hematology/Oncology Pharmacist Association
has published practice standards for OAM management as well (Mackler et al., 2019). These standards
cover prescription, education, dispensing, distribution, follow-up, and monitoring of symptoms and
adherence, and they highlight the important role of
the interprofessional oncology team. Although these
national standards and best practices are important for patient management, a gap exists on specific
recommendations for interventions that support
patients taking OAMs.
Supporting patients taking OAMs depends on
patient-, provider-, and system-level interventions.
A review of current evidence on supportive care for
patients and interventions to improve adherence was
conducted to inform the development of an ONS
Guideline™ on interventions and processes to support patients receiving OAMs (Belcher et al., 2022).
This systematic review and meta-analysis compared
the efficacy of nine types of adherence interventions
given to patients taking OAMs.

Methods
This systematic review followed guidance from
the Preferred Reporting Items for Systematic
Reviews and Meta-Analyses (PRISMA) (Moher et
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al., 2009). The protocol is registered in PROSPERO
(CRD42021250368). Supplemental data on outcomes
taxonomy and search strategy are presented in the
appendices.
PICO Questions

The PICO framework was used to develop questions with the following elements: a specific patient
population (P), intervention (I), comparison (C),
and outcome (O). A team of clinical experts was
responsible for developing questions and identifying timely outcomes aimed at improving adherence
for patients taking OAMs. The PICO questions are
listed in Figure 1. After the outcomes and measures
were extracted from the literature, a taxonomy
was developed by the research team to organize
the various ways in which outcomes of interest
were reported. Instead of using a strict definition
of adherence, this review measured adherence as
defined by the authors of each study. Regarding specific PICO questions, coaching was broadly defined
to encompass counseling interventions as well.
Technology was defined as interventions entailing the use of webpages, mobile applications, text
messaging, emails, and automated voicemails; follow-ups conducted via telephone alone were not
considered technological interventions. Interactive
technology entailed patients needing to respond to
the technological intervention, and noninteractive
technology required no follow-up (i.e., an automated voice message reminder to take medication).
Because no standard care guideline currently exists
for the management of adherence to OAMs, the reference for comparison was usual care.
Search Strategy and Inclusion Criteria

A clinical librarian searched Embase®, PubMed®, and
CINAHL® databases for articles published between
January 2000 and May 2021. Two reviewers screened
titles and abstracts independently and in duplicate
using Covidence software to find eligible articles that
met the inclusion and exclusion criteria. Inclusion
criteria were a comparison group, an adult population on an oral anticancer regimen, measurement of
a patient-specific outcome measure (e.g., adherence,
cancer-related morbidity, quality of life, patient satisfaction), and an intervention relevant to at least
one of the PICO questions. Exclusion criteria were
non-English studies, systematic reviews, noncomparative studies, and pediatric populations. Full
texts for studies that met these criteria were then
screened by two reviewers, independently and in
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FIGURE 1. PICO Questions
1. Should standardized assessment for risk for nonadherence/
barriers to adherence be used rather than usual care in patients
starting a new oral anticancer medication regimen?
2. Should standardized oral anticancer medication educational
programs that address adherence be used rather than usual care
in patients on an oral anticancer medication regimen?
3. Should standardized, periodic/ongoing assessment of adherence
instead of usual care be used for patients on an oral anticancer
medication regimen?
4. Should proactive follow-up outside of routine medical visits be
done rather than usual care for patients on an oral anticancer
medication regimen who have additional risk factors?
5. Should a coaching intervention be used instead of usual care for
patients on an oral anticancer medication regimen?
6. Should motivational interviewing be used instead of usual care for
patients on an oral anticancer medication regimen?
7. Should a technological intervention be used rather than usual care
for patients on an oral anticancer medication regimen?
8. Should interactive technology rather than noninteractive technology be used for patients on an oral anticancer medication regimen?
9. Should structured oral anticancer medication programs rather
than no structured oral anticancer medication programs be used
by institutions providing care to patients on an oral anticancer
medication regimen?
PICO—Population, Intervention, Comparison, and Outcome

duplicate. Conflict resolution was conducted by the
team leader.
Data Extraction

Data were extracted independently and in duplicate
by two investigators into a standardized and pilottested Microsoft Excel spreadsheet. Information
was collected on the following variables: study
characteristics, patient population, adherence intervention (e.g., type, dosage [if relevant], duration),
and reported outcomes. Conflicts in the extraction
process were resolved by referring to the source
material, and consensus between the two extractors
was reached. For cases in which consensus was
challenging, the team leader would help with the
decision-making process. RevMan, version 5.4, was
used to input and analyze the extracted outcome
data.
Data Synthesis and Analysis

RevMan was used to analyze and pool data whenever
possible in a quantitative synthesis by researchers experienced with meta-analytic methods.
Continuous variables were reported as a mean difference (MD) or a standardized MD (SMD) depending
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on which was more appropriate for the data being
compared, and dichotomous variables in the analysis were reported as a risk ratio (RR). Adherence
MDs were reported in percentages, and other MDs
were reported in points. The software used the
DerSimonian and Laird (1986) method for randomand fixed-effect models to estimate the effect size
and 95% confidence intervals (CIs). Heterogeneity
between pooled studies was assessed using the I2 statistic. Pooled data was presented and analyzed using
forest plots. When quantitative synthesis was not
possible, the outcomes were reported narratively.
Risk of Bias and Assessing the Certainty
of the Evidence

Risk of bias for randomized controlled trials (RCTs)
was assessed using the Cochrane Risk of Bias 2 tool,
and the Risk of Bias in Nonrandomized Studies of
Interventions was used for observational studies
(Higgins et al., 2021; Sterne et al., 2016). Assessments
were independently conducted by two reviewers for
all studies included in this systematic review. When
assessments disagreed, consensus was reached
through discussion and input from the team leader.
The Grading of Recommendations, Assessment,
Development, and Evaluation (GRADE) framework
was used to evaluate the overall certainty of the
evidence (COE) (Guyatt et al., 2011). Risk of bias,
inconsistency, indirectness, imprecision, and publication bias were rated to classify the overall COE as
very low, low, moderate, or high. The estimate of the
effect and COE were presented using the GRADEpro
Guideline Development Tool in the form of evidence
profiles.

Synthesis
Supplemental data on study inclusion processes,
characteristics, risk-of-bias assessments, and evidence profiles—including number of patients, RRs,
MDs or SMDs—and COE for each study are presented in the appendices.
Search Results

The search identified 10,265 titles and abstracts.
Of those, 354 full-text articles were screened, and
49 full-text studies were included in the quantitative synthesis. Reviewed studies included a total of
50,379 patients, and most studies consisted of 200
patients or fewer (range = 29–42,366). Study characteristics and risk-of-bias assessments for eligible
studies reporting on each PICO are presented in the
appendices.
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Data Synthesis
PICO 1: Should standardized assessment for risk
for nonadherence/barriers to adherence be used
rather than usual care in patients starting a new
oral anticancer medication regimen?

One RCT reported on adherence rates among
patients receiving a risk assessment in conjunction
with a tailored coaching intervention compared to
usual care (Schneider et al., 2014). Participants (n =
25) who received a risk assessment along with a tailored intervention had an adherence rate of 95.1%,
and 20 participants in the control arm had an adherence rate of 82.4%. The COE is very low because of
imprecision from a small sample size and indirectness from the addition of a coaching intervention.
PICO 2: Should standardized oral anticancer
medication educational programs that address
adherence be used rather than usual care in patients
on an oral anticancer medication regimen?

Sixteen studies that addressed this question were
identified in this review (Berry et al., 2015; Byrne
et al., 2018; Gönderen Çakmak & Kapucu, 2021;
Hendricks, 2015; Krikorian et al., 2019; Krolop et al.,
2013; Lin et al., 2020; Morgan et al., 2018; Patel et
al., 2016; Ribed et al., 2016; Schneider et al., 2014;
Simons et al., 2011; Suttmann et al., 2020; Vacher
et al., 2020; Zerbit et al., 2020; Ziller et al., 2013).
Some of the studies reported on outcomes of interest that were not presented in the evidence profile
and were ineligible for inclusion in analysis. They are
described in the appendices (Gönderen Çakmak &
Kapucu, 2021; Hendricks, 2015; Morgan et al., 2018;
Patel et al., 2016; Ribed et al., 2016; Schneider et al.,
2014).
Two RCTs demonstrated that education programs may have little or no effect on adherence rates
compared to usual care in patients on an OAM regimen (MD = 0.4%, 95% CI [–1.87, 2.68], very low COE)
(Krikorian et al., 2019; Ziller et al., 2013). In contrast,
two RCTs demonstrated that education programs
may increase the proportion of patients with
high adherence in comparison to usual care (RR =
1.16, 95% CI [1.01, 1.33], moderate COE) (Berry et
al., 2015; Suttmann et al., 2020). Four cohort studies reported that educational programs may increase
adherence rates compared to usual care, but the evidence is very uncertain (MD = 10.61%, 95% CI [7.21,
14.01], very low COE) (Krolop et al., 2013; Simons et
al., 2011; Vacher et al., 2020; Zerbit et al., 2020).
Two studies reported on patient satisfaction
and knowledge of the regimen. One cohort study
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demonstrated that patients in an educational program
may be less likely to report satisfaction with their care
after receiving the educational intervention in comparison to usual care. Satisfaction was assessed using
pharmacist check-in (RR = 0.89, 95% CI [0.72, 1.1], very
low COE), a medication information sheet (RR = 0.85,
95% CI [0.63, 1.14], very low COE), and check-in with
a medication navigator (RR = 0.75, 95% CI [0.6, 0.95],
very low COE) (Lin et al., 2020). One cohort study
demonstrated that patients in educational programs
were more likely to have knowledge of the regimen
after the educational intervention compared to before
the intervention. Patient knowledge on dosage and
frequency (RR = 1.26, 95% CI [1.03, 1.52], very low
COE), management of missed doses (RR = 1.51, 95% CI
[1.16, 1.98], very low COE), and dosage schedule (RR =
1.31, 95% CI [1.06, 1.62], very low COE) were assessed
(Byrne et al., 2018).
PICO 3: Should standardized, periodic/ongoing
assessment of adherence instead of usual care be
used for patients on an oral anticancer medication
regimen?

Twelve studies that addressed this question were
identified in this review (Bordonaro et al., 2014;
Bouleftour et al., 2021; Dennison et al., 2021; Eldeib et
al., 2019; Greer et al., 2020; Lin et al., 2020; Mir et al.,
2020; Muluneh et al., 2018; Spoelstra et al., 2015, 2017;
Suttmann et al., 2020; Zerbit et al., 2020). Some of the
studies reported on outcomes of interest that were
not presented in the evidence profile and were ineligible for inclusion in analysis. They are described in the
appendices (Bouleftour et al., 2021; Dennison et al.,
2021; Eldeib et al., 2019; Greer et al., 2020; Lin et al.,
2020; Mir et al., 2020; Muluneh et al., 2018; Spoelstra
et al., 2017; Suttmann et al., 2020).
Three studies reported on adherence (Greer et al.,
2020; Spoelstra et al., 2015; Zerbit et al., 2020). One
RCT showed that patients on OAM regimens receiving ongoing assessment of adherence may have higher
adherence rates as compared to patients receiving
usual care (MD = 2.34%, 95% CI [–5.58, 10.26], very
low COE) (Greer et al., 2020). Similarly, a cohort
study reported that adherence rates may increase in
patients receiving periodic assessment in comparison to those receiving usual care (MD = 7%, 95% CI
[0.66, 13.34], very low COE) (Zerbit et al., 2020). One
RCT reported that there may be little to no effect on
relative dose intensity for patients receiving ongoing
assessment compared to usual care (MD = 0.32%,
95% CI [–0.08, 0.72], very low COE) (Spoelstra et al.,
2015).
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Three studies assessed cancer-related morbidity
by global toxicity score and symptom experience. One
RCT showed that ongoing assessment of adherence
may have little or no effect on cancer-related morbidity compared to usual care (MD = 1 point, 95% CI
[–1.72, 3.72], very low COE) (Bouleftour et al., 2021).
Similarly, another RCT showed that periodic assessment may have little or no effect on cancer-related
morbidity compared to patients receiving usual care
(MD = –1.75 points, 95% CI [–9.48, 5.98], very low
COE) (Spoelstra et al., 2013). Likewise, a cohort study
reported there may be little or no effect on cancerrelated morbidity for patients on an OAM regimen
receiving ongoing assessment of adherence in comparison to those receiving usual care (MD = –4.78
points, 95% CI [–7.8, –1.76], very low COE) (Spoelstra
et al., 2017).
Four studies reported on the outcomes of quality of life, satisfaction, and self-efficacy. Quality of
life was assessed using Functional Assessment of
Cancer Therapy–General (FACT-G) and European
Organisation for Research and Treatment of Cancer
Quality-of-Life Questionnaire–Core 30 (EORTC QLQC30) (Maringwa et al., 2011; Musoro et al., 2019). One
RCT showed that patients receiving periodic assessment of adherence may have little to no difference in
quality of life compared to patients receiving usual
care (MD = 2.28 points; 95% CI [1.93, 2.63], moderate
COE) (Greer et al., 2020). Minimally important difference (MID) was defined as 5–7 points on the FACT-G
(King et al., 2010; Yost et al., 2013; Yost & Eton, 2005).
In contrast, one cohort study reported a meaningful
increase in quality of life according to the EORTC
QLQ-C30 in patients receiving ongoing assessment in
comparison to those receiving usual care (MD = 15.7
points, 95% CI [8.84, 22.56], MID = 4–11, low COE)
(Bordonaro et al., 2014). One cohort study showed
that patients receiving ongoing assessment of adherence may be more likely to report satisfaction with
their care than patients receiving usual care (RR =
1.32, 95% CI [1.02, 1.72], very low COE) (Dennison et
al., 2021). Patient self-efficacy was assessed across two
studies using the original and revised versions of the
Medication Adherence Self-Efficacy Scale (Fernandez
et al., 2008). One RCT showed that patients receiving periodic assessment of adherence may have little
to no difference in self-efficacy compared to usual
care (MD = –0.51 points, 95% CI [–1.3, 0.28], very low
COE) (Spoelstra et al., 2015). Similarly, a cohort study
showed that patients receiving ongoing assessment
of adherence may have little to no difference in selfefficacy compared to patients receiving usual care
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(MD = –0.01 points, 95% CI [–0.36, 0.34], very low
COE) (Spoelstra et al., 2017).
PICO 4: Should proactive follow-up outside of routine
medical visits be done rather than usual care for
patients on an oral anticancer medication regimen
who have additional risk factors?

Three studies that addressed this question were identified in this review (Eldeib et al., 2019; Hendricks,
2015; Vacher et al., 2020). Some of the studies
reported on outcomes of interest that were not presented in the evidence profile and were ineligible
for inclusion in analysis. They are described in the
appendices (Eldeib et al., 2019; Hendricks, 2015). One

cohort study demonstrated that proactive follow-up
in patients on an OAM regimen with additional risk
factors may increase adherence rate compared to
usual care (MD = 17.8%, 95% CI [6.43, 29.17], very low
COE) (Vacher et al., 2020).
PICO 5: Should a coaching intervention be used
instead of usual care for patients on an oral
anticancer medication regimen?

Eight studies were identified in this review (Bordonaro
et al., 2014; Komatsu et al., 2020; Krikorian et al.,
2019; Lam & Cheung, 2016; Middendorff et al., 2018;
Muluneh et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2016; Schneider et al.,
2014; Vacher et al., 2020). Some of the studies reported
on outcomes of interest that were not presented in
the evidence profile and were ineligible for inclusion
in analysis. They are described in the appendices
(Muluneh et al., 2018; Patel et al., 2016; Schneider et
al., 2014). Because of the broad definition of coaching, there is heterogeneity in the interventions used
amongst studies.
Five studies reported on adherence to OAMs
(Komatsu et al., 2020; Krikorian et al., 2019; Lam &
Cheung, 2016; Middendorff et al., 2018; Vacher et al.,
2020). One RCT showed that coaching may have little
or no effect on adherence rates when compared to
usual care (MD = 0.8%, 95% CI [–2.24, 3.84], very low
COE) (Krikorian et al., 2019). Another RCT reported
that patients who received coaching may have little
or no difference in adherence compared to those
receiving usual care (RR = 1.01, 95% CI [0.91, 1.12],
very low COE) (Komatsu et al., 2020). One cohort
study showed that adherence rates may improve
after receiving the coaching intervention in comparison to baseline adherence rates (MD = 17.8%, 95%
CI [6.43, 29.17], very low COE) (Vacher et al., 2020).
Similarly, two cohort studies reported there may be an
improvement in adherence in patients who received
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coaching compared to those who received usual care
(MD = 2.98%, 95% CI [2.95, 3.01], very low COE) (Lam
& Cheung, 2016; Middendorff et al., 2018).
Four studies reported on the outcomes of cancerrelated morbidity, quality of life, satisfaction, and
self-efficacy. Morbidity was assessed using the MD
Anderson Symptom Inventory (Mendoza et al.,
2019). One RCT reported that coaching had little
or no effect on cancer-related morbidity compared
to usual care (MD = 0 points, 95% CI [–0.55, 0.55],
MID = 1–10, very low COE) (Komatsu et al., 2020).
Quality of life was assessed using the FACT–Breast
and EORTC QLQ-C30 in two studies. MID was
defined as 7–8 points on the FACT–Breast (Eton et
al., 2004). One RCT reported that coaching had little
to no effect on quality of life when compared to usual
care (MD = 0.2 points, 95% CI [–6.18, 6.58], very low
COE) (Komatsu et al., 2020). The same study showed
that patients receiving the coaching intervention
may have similar satisfaction scores compared
to those receiving usual care (MD = 0.1 points,
95% CI [–0.9, 1.1], very low COE) (Komatsu et al.,
2020). Self-efficacy was measured using the General
Self-Efficacy Scale. Patients receiving the coaching intervention may have improved self-efficacy
scores compared to those receiving usual care (MD =
1.8 points, 95% CI [–0.01, 3.61], very low COE)
(Komatsu et al., 2020).
PICO 6: Should motivational interviewing be used
instead of usual care for patients on an oral
anticancer medication regimen?

Four studies that addressed this question were identified in this systematic review (Gönderen Çakmak
& Kapucu, 2021; Ribed et al., 2016; Spoelstra et al.,
2017; Ziller et al., 2013). A variety of components
were used in motivational interviewing interventions. Some of the studies reported on outcomes of
interest that were not presented in the evidence profile and were ineligible for inclusion in analysis. They
are described in the appendices (Gönderen Çakmak
& Kapucu, 2021; Ribed et al., 2016; Spoelstra et al.,
2017).
One RCT reported that motivational interviewing
may improve adherence rates compared to usual care
in patients on an OAM regimen (MD = 3.23%, 95% CI
[0.45, 6.02], low COE) (Ziller et al., 2013).
Three studies reported on the outcomes of cancerrelated morbidity and self-efficacy. Morbidity was
assessed using the Symptom Experience Inventory.
One cohort study reported that patients receiving
motivational interviewing may experience less cancer-
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KNOWLEDGE TRANSLATION
ɐ Patients receiving oral anticancer medications for treatment need
supportive assessments and programs from healthcare professionals. Interventions are available to help maintain optimal
adherence.
ɐ Interventions are often multicomponent and are delivered by an
interprofessional team.
ɐ Interventions aimed at risk assessment, ongoing assessment of
adherence, and proactive follow-up, as well as interventions that
include coaching or motivational interviewing, may be effective.
Healthcare professionals should work to incorporate these at the
point of care.

related morbidity compared to those receiving usual
care (MD = –4.78 points, 95% CI [–7.8, –1.76], very
low COE) (Spoelstra et al., 2017). Self-efficacy was
assessed using the Medication Adherence SelfEfficacy Scale (Fernandez et al., 2008). One RCT
demonstrated that motivational interviewing may
improve self-efficacy in comparison to those receiving usual care (MD = 9.9 points, 95% CI [9.68, 0.12],
low COE) (Gönderen Çakmak & Kapucu, 2021). In
contrast, a cohort study showed little to no effect of
motivational interviewing on self-efficacy compared
to usual care (MD = –0.01 points, 95% CI [–0.36, 0.34],
very low COE) (Spoelstra et al., 2017).
PICO 7: Should a technological intervention be used
rather than usual care for patients on an oral
anticancer medication regimen?

Twelve studies that addressed this question were
identified in this review (Collado-Borrell et al., 2020;
Fischer et al., 2018; Greer et al., 2020; Hershman et
al., 2020; Kim et al., 2018; Krok-Schoen et al., 2019;
Mauro et al., 2019; McKay et al., 2019; Mir et al., 2020;
Sikorskii et al., 2018; Spoelstra et al., 2015, 2016) Some
of the studies reported on outcomes of interest that
were not presented in the evidence profile and were
ineligible for inclusion in analysis. They are described
in the appendices (Fischer et al., 2018; Greer et al.,
2020; Hershman et al., 2020; Kim et al., 2018; KrokSchoen et al., 2019; McKay et al., 2019; Mir et al., 2020;
Spoelstra et al., 2016).
Five studies reported on adherence in the evidence
profile (Collado-Borrell et al., 2020; Greer et al., 2020;
Mauro et al., 2019; Sikorskii et al., 2018; Spoelstra et
al., 2015). Two RCTs showed that patients receiving
a technological intervention may have higher adherence rates compared to those receiving usual care
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(MD = 8.23%, 95% CI [2.9, 13.55], very low COE)
(Greer et al., 2020; Mauro et al., 2019). One cohort
study reported that adherence rates may increase in
patients on an oral anticancer regimen in comparison
to those receiving only usual care (MD = 4.7%, 95%
CI [1.19, 8.21], very low COE) (Collado-Borrell et al.,
2020). Two RCTs reported little to no effect on relative dose intensity when comparing patients receiving
a technology intervention to those receiving usual
care (MD = 0.01%, 95% CI [0.04, 0.02], very low COE)
(Sikorskii et al., 2018; Spoelstra et al., 2015).
Five studies reported on the outcomes of cancerrelated morbidity, quality of life, and satisfaction. Morbidity was assessed using the Symptom
Experience Inventory. One RCT showed that patients
receiving a technology intervention may have little
or no difference in cancer-related morbidity compared to those receiving usual care (MD = –3.5 points,
95% CI [–12.48, 5.48], low COE) (Spoelstra et al.,
2015). Quality of life was assessed using the FACT-G
and World Health Organization Quality-of-Life
Instrument–Short Form. Two RCTs reported there
may be little to no effect on quality of life when comparing patients receiving a technology intervention
to patients receiving usual care (SMD = 1.44 SD, 95%
CI [1.15, 1.74], very low COE) (Greer et al., 2020; Kim
et al., 2018). Conversely, a cohort study showed that
patients receiving a technology intervention may have
higher quality of life when compared to those receiving usual care (MD = 0.13 points, 95% CI [–0.07, 0.2],
MID = 0.061, very low COE) (Collado-Borrell et al.,
2020). Quality of life in this study was assessed using
the EuroQol-5 Dimension Questionnaire (McClure
et al., 2017). Satisfaction was assessed using the
Functional Assessment of Chronic Illness Therapy–
Treatment Satisfaction–Patient Satisfaction. One
RCT reported little to no effect on satisfaction when
comparing patients receiving a technology intervention versus usual care (MD = 0 points, 95% CI [–1.31,
1.31], very low COE) (McKay et al., 2019).
PICO 8: Should interactive technology rather than
noninteractive technology be used for patients on
an oral anticancer medication regimen?

One RCT reported that patients receiving interactive
technology interventions may be less likely to have
an adherence rate of at least 80% compared to those
receiving passive technology (RR = 0.86, 95% CI [0.7,
1.05], very low COE) (Spoelstra et al., 2013).
The study also showed that interactive technology may have little or no effect on reducing symptom
severity compared to noninteractive technology in
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patients on OAM regimens (MD = 4.12 points, 95%
CI [–0.4, 8.64], very low COE) (Spoelstra et al., 2013).
PICO 9: Should structured oral anticancer
medication programs rather than no structured oral
anticancer medication programs be used by
institutions providing care to patients on an oral
anticancer medication regimen?

Fourteen studies that addressed this question were
identified in this review (Bordonaro et al., 2012, 2014;
Curry et al., 2020; Dennison et al., 2021; Gebbia et al.,
2013; Khandelwal et al., 2012; Krolop et al., 2013; Lam
& Cheung, 2016; Middendorff et al., 2018; Muluneh et
al., 2018; Ribed et al., 2016; Stokes et al., 2017; Tschida
et al., 2012; Vacher et al., 2020). All were cohort studies. Some of the studies reported on outcomes of
interest that were not presented in the evidence profile and were ineligible for inclusion in analysis. They
are described in the appendices (Bordonaro et al.,
2012; Curry et al., 2020; Gebbia et al., 2013; Khandelwal
et al., 2012; Middendorff et al., 2018; Muluneh et al.,
2018; Ribed et al., 2016; Vacher et al., 2020).
Adherence was measured differently across
studies, but all found an increase in adherence for
patients in an OAM program. Two studies reported
that adherence rates, measured using the Medication
Event Monitoring System, may increase in patients
on an OAM program compared to those receiving
usual care (MD = 12.22%, 95% CI [9.19, 15.24], very
low COE) (Krolop et al., 2013; Vacher et al., 2020).
Four studies reported that adherence rates, measured
using medication possession ratio, may increase
in patients on an OAM program compared to usual
care (MD = 6%, 95% CI [4, 8], very low COE) (Lam &
Cheung, 2016; Middendorff et al., 2018; Stokes et al.,
2017; Tschida et al., 2012). One study reported that
adherence rates, using pill counts, may increase in
patients on an OAM program in comparison to usual
care (RR = 1.14, 95% CI [0.96, 1.36], very low COE)
(Gebbia et al., 2013).
Two studies reported on cancer-related morbidity,
quality of life, satisfaction, and financial toxicity. One
cohort study reported that cancer-related morbidity,
assessed using the EORTC QLQ-C30, may increase
in patients on an OAM program compared those
receiving usual care (MD = 11.1 points, 95% CI [7.45,
14.75]; MID = 6 points, very low COE) (Bordonaro et
al., 2014). This study also reported that quality of life,
assessed using the EORTC QLQ-C30, may increase
in patients on an OAM program compared to usual
care (MD = 15.7 points, 95% CI [12.7, 18.7], MID =
4–11 points, very low COE) (Bordonaro et al., 2014).
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This cohort study also reported that financial toxicity, assessed using the EORTC QLQ-C30, may not
be affected in patients on an OAM program in comparison to those receiving usual care (MD = 0 points,
95% CI [–1.57, 1.57], very low COE) (Bordonaro et al.,
2014). Another cohort study reported that patient
satisfaction may increase in those on an OAM program compared to those receiving usual care (RR =
1.32, 95% CI [1.02, 1.72], very low COE) (Dennison et
al., 2021).

Discussion
Statement of the Principal Findings

This systematic review serves as the evidence base
for a clinical practice guideline on interventions to
support patients taking OAMs (Belcher et al., 2022).
It aims to synthesize and evaluate the quality of evidence available. The following findings suggest that
compared to usual care:
ɐ Risk assessment may improve adherence (very low
COE).
ɐ Educational programs may improve or have little
to no effect on adherence (very low COE).
ɐ Periodic assessment of adherence may improve
adherence (very low COE).
ɐ Active oral adherence follow-up may improve
adherence (very low COE).
ɐ Coaching interventions may improve or have little
to no effect on adherence (very low COE).
ɐ Motivational interviewing may improve adherence
(low COE).
ɐ Technological intervention may improve adherence (very low COE).
ɐ There was no difference in adherence between
interactive and noninteractive technology (very
low COE).
ɐ Structured oral anticancer medication programs
may improve adherence (very low COE).
Strengths and Limitations

This systematic review and meta-analysis explored
supporting OAM adherence with a variety of interventions, such as education, follow-up, counseling,
technology, and structured programs. It was conducted
with transparency and appropriate methodology to
identify eligible studies, implement statistical analysis whenever possible, and evaluate COE. Despite
this rigorous methodology, this article faces some
limitations regarding heterogeneity and generalizability. The study population was heterogeneous in type
of cancer and OAM regimen. In addition, because of
heterogeneity in how outcomes were reported, pooled
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All appendices mentioned within this article can be accessed
online at https://bit.ly/3tA3cHs.

analysis was not always possible. Interventions were
also delivered in a variety of ways, introducing heterogeneity among studies. The studies included in this
review included complex interventions with several
components delivered by multiple types of healthcare
providers. Findings reporting on diverse interventions
may have limitations when generalized to different programs or interventions. A standardized and
transparent process to assess COE was informed by
these concerns about heterogeneity and indirectness.
Another limitation is that only studies published in
English were included in this systematic review. It is
possible that studies published in a different language
may have been overlooked by this review.
Relation to Other Studies

Other reviews focused on OAM adherence identified
findings consistent with this review. A systematic
review by Zerillo et al. (2018) identified several interventions for adherence, including education and
monitoring. Interventions that found a statistically
significant improvement in care delivery included
telephone contact within the first days after treatment
initiation and standardized toxicity management protocols. Technology-based interventions to increase
contact between the patient and care team were not
effective (Zerillo et al., 2018). Greer et al. (2016) identified 12 intervention studies to improve adherence.
The interventions included education, treatment monitoring, pharmacy-based programs, counseling, and
automated voice response systems. Only treatment
monitoring and intensified interprofessional pharmaceutical care were associated with higher adherence
rates (Greer et al., 2016). Two reviews that focused on
adherence to endocrine therapy for people with breast
cancer identified that education alone was not effective,
but that a combination of education and bidirectional
communication was associated with improved adherence (Finitsis et al., 2019; Heiny et al., 2019).
Implications for Nursing

This review serves as the evidence base for a clinical
practice guideline on the necessity for tailored interventions to support adherence to OAMs (Belcher et
al., 2022) and has important implications for clinicians. Research on interventions to support patients
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on OAM regimens are emerging, but work remains
to identify and test the most promising interventions. The paradigm change from in-person IV
therapy to at-home oral therapy for many cancers
requires nurses and other healthcare professionals to
develop systems to support patients (Given, 2016).
Interventions aimed at risk assessment, ongoing
assessment of adherence, and proactive follow-up,
as well as interventions that include coaching or
motivational interviewing, may be effective, and
healthcare professionals should work to incorporate
these at the point of care. Patients tasked with managing their treatment at home while taking OAMs are
at risk for fragmented care, and well-defined, supportive programs backed by research can be effective
at bridging gaps in care.
This review identified types of interventions that
could improve adherence to OAMs. Future research
is needed to standardize terminology, measurements,
definitions, and outcomes to compare findings on
OAM adherence across studies (Heiney et al., 2019).
Standardizing reporting will aid in identifying effective
interventions that can then be translated into clinical
practice more successfully. The European Society for
Patient Adherence has established a validated set of
reporting guidelines to enhance the quality of medication adherence research reporting (De Geest et al.,
2018). A scoping review conducted in parallel to this
technical review distilled programmatic considerations
for implementing an OAM program, and findings can
be considered when prioritizing a research agenda in
this area (Sivakumaran et al., 2022).

Conclusion
Patients prescribed an OAM for cancer treatment
require support and collaboration from healthcare
professionals to ensure optimal treatment adherence.
Although no single intervention proved to be the
most clinically relevant, studies demonstrated that
multiple interventions are available for use in the care
of patients taking OAMs and can be incorporated into
clinical practice. Oncology healthcare professionals
need to incorporate processes and guidelines to support patients on oral therapy similar to those used for
patients undergoing IV therapy. These interventions
and processes may be refined, but the foundation to
build from is available and ready to be implemented.
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